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Abstract: We investigate the relationship between the motions of the same peptide loop
segment incorporated within a protein structure and motions of free or end-constrained
peptides. As a reference point we also compare against alanine chains having the same
length as the loop. Both the analysis of atomic molecular dynamics trajectories and
structure-based elastic network models, reveal no general dependence on loop length or on
the number of solvent exposed residues. Rather, the whole structure affects the motions in
complex ways that depend strongly and specifically on the tertiary structure of the whole
protein. Both the Elastic Network Models and Molecular Dynamics confirm the differences
in loop dynamics between the free and structured contexts; there is strong agreement
between the behaviors observed from molecular dynamics and the elastic network models.
There is no apparent simple relationship between loop mobility and its size, exposure, or
position within a loop. Free peptides do not behave the same as the loops in the proteins.
Surface loops do not behave as if they were random coils, and the tertiary structure has a
critical influence upon the apparent motions. This strongly implies that entropy evaluation
of protein loops requires knowledge of the motions of the entire protein structure.
Keywords: protein dynamics; protein loops; molecular dynamics; elastic network models;
correlated motions
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1. Introduction
A longstanding point of view has been that the dynamics of protein loops might be modeled as if
they were polymers capable of randomly sampling their various degrees of freedom. This view has its
roots in theoretical polymer physics. Contrary evidence has been presented in studies using Elastic
Network Models (ENMs) where the loops are observed to move in strong correlation with the large
domains of the structures. From these we have even suggested that the functional loops move with the
slow domain motions, and not with any significant independence. However, this remains unproven.
The polymer physics viewpoint would treat loops as random Gaussian chains. This approach has
been used to treat the statistical distribution of covalently linked rings in condensation polymers given
by Jacobson and Stockmayer [1]. The occurrence of rings diminishes for longer chains because of the
conformational entropy that grows rapidly with increases in the lengths of the chains. Flory [2] gave an
explanation for the formation of the small rings or coils based on various statistical parameters. In this
present work, we aim to see whether this random point of view has any validity for protein loops when
tested against atomic Molecular Dynamics (MD), and then we compare the MD dynamical freedom,
representing the entropies of the loops, to see which extreme viewpoint is more likely, either the
random viewpoint or the controlled behavior from the elastic models. In the present study we consider
a small set of diverse protein structures, to investigate the behavior of their protein loops, and show
that their motional behaviours are far from random, show a high level of complexity and a strong
dependence upon the tertiary structure.
The loop regions are often thought to be conformationally less regular fragments of the chain which
connect between two secondary structure elements, i.e., alpha helix and beta strands and and also to be
more generally exposed at the surface. They have quite variable lengths in their different occurrences.
Loops exposed on the surface often play a vital role in protein functions, primarily because they have a
greater chance of interacting with the solvent and other molecules. Multiple experimentally determined
structures often show the apparent restricted motion of protein loops [3], such as those pairs of
structures corresponding to the trajectory between an ‘open’ and a ‘closed’ state. But, these pairs of
structures are extremely limited, and in some cases other important intermediate states may to exist.
The general results for loops from elastic network studies support the point of view that they are not
just random coils moving randomly, but instead often possess well defined characteristics showing
limited motions coupled with the large domain motions.
Two recent reviews [4,5] discussed the importance of modelling of loops and their entropic
contributions to investigate protein folding pathways. The relative disorder in the folded and unfolded
ensembles was quantified as an entropic difference playing an important role in the folding process.
Others have realized the importance of loop entropies in the ligand binding process [6]. Successes in
RNA structure prediction based on secondary structure considerations have lead to many papers that
consider the entropies of nucleic acid stem loops [7]. There have been many recent papers that have
devised new methods for sampling conformations to improve entropy evaluations [8–10]. In one of our
recent studies [11], we showed that the loops and the coordination of their motions with the entire
structure are critical for the functional purposes, and that the funcitonal loops tend to move in
coordination with the dominant slow modes of motions of the protein structures; whereas the
functionally unimportant loops moved more independently.
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In this paper, we investigate whether there is any plausible relationship between the loop motions
and the characteristics of the loop such as its length and surface exposure. We present a detailed
analysis of the dynamic trajectories based on atomic Molecular Dynamics and also show that these
motions closely resemble those computed with ENM, specifically the Anisotropic Network Models
(ANM) [12]. In the following work we find that there is no simple relationship between the length of
the loop, its flexibility and function. The loops behave not as a random coil, but instead in ways that
relate inherently to the topology of the specific protein and its tertiary structure.
2. Results and Discussion
The relative mobilities of each residue are important and are used frequently for studying protein
motions; these can serve as an approximate measure of entropy. We compute Mean Square
Fluctuations (MSFs) from the molecular dynamics trajectories and compare them to the X-ray
crystallographic temperature factors, as well as the MSFs calculated from the ANM using a cutoff of
12 Å. Further details of the structures used and the molecular dynamics trajectories are given in
Table 1. Figure 1 illustrates these mobilities for 1flh, while the other three proteins have their
mobilities shown in Supplemental Figure S2. It is apparent that all three metrics show the same regions
of the structure to be the most mobile, but the relative magnitudes of the motion differ somewhat
among the X-ray B factors, the atomic MD and the ANM. While both the ANM and MD simulations
correlate well with the X-ray temperature factors, they typically correlate even better with one another.
The crystallographic B factors can be affected by the intermolecular interactions within the crystalline
state or other contributions from the crystal environment, and these may account for some of the
differences.
Table 1. Protein structures used in the analyses. MD trajectories for the homologs of the
four proteins used in this study were downloaded from the MoDEL [13] database and are
listed here. For two structures, a full match was not found. Rather, simulations consisting
of only one domain were available.
Protein
protease
myoglobin (MB)
triosephosphate
isomerase (TIM)
reverse
transcriptase (RT)

PDB
structure
used
1j71
2v1k

Number
of
Residues
338
153

1flh
1gjn

%
Sequence
Identity
30
100

Number of
Matching
Residues
330
153

All
All

1wyi

496

1amk

52

239

1 of 2 Subunits

1dlo

971

1o1w

100

138

RNase Domain

MoDEL
Homolog

Subunits
Included

To confirm these similarities in motions, we show in Figure 2 a direct comparison of the motions of
several loops in the structures calculated with two independent approaches for four protein structures.
The computed mean square fluctuations of the loops from MD and ANM are colored spectrally (from
blue to red), with blue indicating parts having the smallest fluctuations, and red the ones with the
highest mobilities. There are strong similarities between the relative mobilities of the various parts of
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thhe structurees as can be seen in Figgures 1 and 2 and Supp
plemental Fiigure S2. Thhus, the EN
NM is capable
o sampling the overall equilibrium
of
m fluctuationns similarly
y to MD.
r
moobility of the residuess in 1flh ffor three diifferent
Figuree 1. Compparison of relative
metriccs. The relaative mobiliities of eachh residue are
a frequenttly used forr studying protein
motionns. For thee uropepsinn structure 1flh, we compute
c
thhe mean sqquare fluctu
uations
(MSFss) from thhe molecullar dynamiics trajecto
ory and coompare theese to the X-ray
crystalllography teemperature factors for 1fly, and th
he computeed MSF for the ANM using
u
a
cutofff of 12 Å annd all normaal modes. Both
B
the AN
NM and X-rray data hass been scaleed to fit
M for purpposes of viisualization. Correlatioon coefficieents are
the MSFs compuuted from MD
D and AN
NM have co
orrelations of 0.67 annd 0.56 with the
shownn in the keey; the MD
temperrature factoors, respectiively, and exhibit
e
a hig
gher correlaation of 0.78 with each
h other.
SSEs are
a indicateed below thhe curves; black indicattes loops (L
L), dark graay helices (H
H), and
light gray
g
extendeed strands (E
E).

ure elementts (SSEs) compare witth each otheer
How doees the motioon of indiviidual secondary structu
a coordinaate with thaat of the restt of the struucture? In Fiigure 3, we report the ccomputed tiime-averageed
and
d productt between SSEs usingg Equationn (2). The secondary structure iis taken fo
dot
or the initial
c
conformatio
on from DS
SSP [14] and
a
the inddividual SS
SEs are iddentified byy contiguou
us blocks of
o
s
secondary
s
structure.
T values are derived from thee trajectoriees downloaaded from the MoDE
The
EL
d
database
[133]. It is eviddent from thhe results shhown in Fig
gure 3 that few of the loops exhib
bit correlateed
m
motions
witth one anothher, but thaat many looops exhibit highly
h
correelated motions with th
heir sequencce
p
proximal
SS
SEs of otherr types. To explore thee loop lengtth dependennce, we repoort the averrage MSF foor
e
each
differennt length off loop (see Figure
F
3) annd find no apparent deependence oon loop sizee. Rather, thhe
p
pattern
of mobility
m
appeears to be dependent
d
uppon the giveen protein structure
s
in a complex way.
w
It has oftten been postulated thaat the centerr of a loop may
m be lesss restrainedd than the flanking partts,
b
because
it might
m
be less restricted in its motioons by the covalent boonds conneccting it to th
he rest of thhe
g
globular
prrotein struccture. For loops longger than three
t
residuues, we ddivide them
m into threee
a
approximate
ely equal seections; thee N-terminaal end, the center, andd the C-term
minal end. The residueea
averaged
M from thhe MD simuulations of each segm
MSF
ment is plottted in Figurre 4 for 1fllh and in thhe
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Supplementaal Figure S1
S
S for the other
o
three proteins. Interestingly
I
y, for 1fly, there is a bias for thhe
C
C-terminal
e to have lower mobility. This is echoed in
end
n 1amk, but is strongly reversed in 1o1w wherre
thhe C-terminnal loop residues are on averagee twice as mobile.
m
1gjnn shows litttle bias. Th
hus, it is noot
p
possible
to state
s
that ressidue mobillity is a simpple function
n of locationn within thee loop.
Figuree 2. Compaarison of looop fluctuaations calcu
ulated with MD (left sside) and with
w the
ANM (right side)) for four prroteins: Prottease (1flh),, Myoglobinn (1gjn), TIIM (1amk) and
a RT
w) shown inn the diagram
ms from toop to bottom
m respectiveely. Colorinng is spectrral with
(1o1w
blue being havingg the smalleest motions and red the largest mottions.

Entropy 20112, 14
E
Figuree 3. Overlaaps betweenn directions of motion of secondarry structuree elements and
a the
relatioonship betw
ween loop length
l
and residue mo
obility from
m MD simuulations. Fo
or each
seconddary structuure element (SSE), we compute
c
the time averaaged dot prroduct between the
directiion of motiion of its residues
r
and the resid
dues of otheer SSEs ussing Equation (1).
Proteinns studied are
a identifieed in Tablee 1 and are (A) 1flh, (B)
( 1gjn, (C
C) 1amk, and
a (D)
1o1w. Each of thhe small bllocks in theese images is a pairwiise comparrison between two
s that SSE
Es of the sam
me type (sttrand, E; heelix, H;
SSEs. The matricces have beeen sorted so
loop, L)
L are grouuped togetheer and withhin each gro
oup they apppear in seqquence ordeer. It is
evidennt that few of the loopps exhibit correlated motions
m
withh one anothher, but thatt many
loops exhibit highhly correlatted motionss with their sequence proximal
p
SS
SEs of otherr types.
gh correlatioon running rroughly parrallel to
This iss most evideent in the reegions of modest to hig
the maain diagonaal. To exploore the loop length dep
pendence, we
w report onn the right side
s
the
averagge MSF forr each diffferent lengtth of loop. Bars repreesent the range of MSF
M
for
residues within loops
l
of a certain lenngth; the mean
m
is shoown as a ddiamond, and
a
the
d
to draw any general
g
concclusions about the
individdual residuee values as dots. It is difficult
dependdences of thhe mobilitiees on the lenngths of the loops.
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Figuree 4. Distribbutions of the loop flluctuations based on sequence
s
loocation with
hin the
loops of 1flh, from
f
moleccular dynam
mics trajecctories dow
wnloaded fr
from the MoDEL
M
o
been postulated
p
thhat residuess at the cennter of a looop would lik
kely be
databaase. It has often
less reestrained thaan their flannking segmeents, as they
y might be less restrictted in their motion
by thee covalent bonds
b
attachhing the seggment to th
he rest of thhe structure. For loops longer
than thhree residuues in 1flh, we divide them into three approoximately eequal sectio
ons; the
N-term
minal end, center,
c
and C-terminal end. The residue-aver
r
raged MSF of each secction is
plottedd in a 20 bin
b histograam. To norm
malize the plot, a natuural log traansform was used.
Howevver, analysiis was perfformed on the untranssformed datta. The unttransformed
d mean
withinn each groupp is given inn the key.

We calcuulate the Prrincipal Coomponents (PCs) for each
e
loop to
t determinne whether there is anny
a
apparent
rellationship between
b
thee magnituddes of motions, loop length,
l
andd solvent ex
xposure. Thhe
p
percent
of variance
v
expplained by the
t first PC alone is pllotted in Figgure 5 accoording to thee loop lengtth
a the num
and
mber of solvvent exposed residues in
i the loop and shows that even tthe relativelly long loopps
thhat are moore solvent exposed exxhibit quitee cohesive motions within
w
the ccontext of the
t complette
p
protein.
This is demonsstrated by a single lineear deformaation vectorr (the first P
PC) capturin
ng more thaan
h
half,
and up to 87%, off the conform
mational vaariation of lo
oops, regarddless of length or surfaace exposurre.
R
Results
are shown
s
in Fiigure 5 for 1flh
1 and in Supplement
S
tal Figure S3
S for the otther three prroteins.
The perccent of variiance capturred by the first PCs is
i taken as a measure of the coh
hesiveness or
o
s
simplicity
of the motions, and thesse are givenn in Table 2 for four selected loopps of length
h 4, 7, 9, annd
1 residues and in five different coontexts. Sim
15
mpler sets of
o motions are
a indicativve of correlated motionns
w
within
the looop. That iss, a loop’s motions
m
are less random
m if the perrcentage of vvariance caaptured in thhe
f
first
modes is
i high. Mootions of lonng surface exposed loop
ps are consiiderably lesss random within
w
proteiin
s
structures
coompared to free peptiddes. Considdering the fiirst 5 PCs, 9 out of thhe 25 loops in 1flh havve
9
95%
or morre of their motions
m
capptured, 21 at
a 90% of the
t variancee, and all looops have 80%
8
or morre
c
captured.
Coomparing thhe percentagges of variaance captureed in Tablee 2, it is eviddent that th
he motions of
o
fr peptidees behave very
free
v
differenntly from the
t motionss of the sam
me fragmennt within th
he context of
o
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teertiary strucctures. See Supplemenntal Informaation for ressults for all loops withiin each stru
ucture as weell
a for the sequences forr the 1flh fraagments thaat were simu
as
ulated.
m
sam
mpled from MD trajecttories of thee protease, human urop
pepsin,
Figuree 5. Loop motions
are coohesive acrooss lengths and solventt accessibility. We callculate Principal Comp
ponents
(PCs) for each loop
l
in 1flhh to determ
mine wheth
her any relaationship exxists betweeen the
l
length,, and solvennt exposure.. The percenntage of varriance captu
ured by
motionns and the loop
the firrst PC is pllotted according to thhe (A) loop length andd the (B) nnumber of solvent
exposeed residues in the looop. The maj
ajority of values are above
a
50%,, so that ev
ven the
relativvely long looops that aree solvent exxposed exh
hibit cohesivve motions.. The singlee linear
deform
mation vecttor (the firsst PC) is capturing
c
more
m
than half,
h
and upp to 78%, of the
conforrmational variation.
v
The extremee scatter seen here meeans that thhere is no simple
relatioonship between the cohhesiveness and
a either th
he number of
o residues iin the loop or
o their
solvennt exposure.

Because the percentage of variaance capturred is a coarrse measuree of the randdomness off a trajectoryy,
Cs are direcctly comparred by usinng dot produ
ucts. Data is
thhe directionns of motioon encodedd by the PC
v
visualized
inn Supplemeental Figuree S4 and shows
s
that the ensembbles are sam
mpled differently in thhe
e
excised
loopps and the whole
w
structture. At firsst glance, itt might appeear that the motion spaace is similaar
a that only the ordeer of the PC
and
Cs has beeen shuffled in one enssemble relaative to the other. Thiis,
h
however,
is not the casse since eacch PC has a weight facctor—the peercentage off variance captured.
c
Foor
e
example,
thee direction of the 1st PC
P of the 4 amino acid
d loop in 1fflh has an ooverlap of 0.77
0
with thhe
fr peptidee’s 9th PC,, indicatingg a strong directional agreementt, but the sshift from PC1
free
P
to PC
C9
inndicates that the direcction of mootion that is
i most dominant in the
t full strructure conttributes onlly
w
weakly
to thhe conformaational enseemble of thee free peptid
de. In comparing one ennsemble ag
gainst anotheer
itt is importtant to accoount for noot only thee direction of motion in each PC, but also
o its relativve
im
mportance (percent of
o variancee captured)) by each. Two enssembles m
may have a significannt
o
one-to-one
relationshipp among thheir PCs, but
b if the order
o
of thee PCs is qquite differeent, then thhe
e
ensembles
a samplingg the motion space in dissimilar ways.
are
w
Thus, these can possibly be completelly
d
different
enssembles.
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Table 2. Analysis of simulations for isolated loop peptides. The loop dynamics are
simulated in one of five contexts: (1) ‘1flh’ indicating the fragment’s motions in the full
structure were extracted; (2) ‘Free’ indicating that the loop was simulated in isolation;
(3) ‘ALA’ for poly-alanine of the corresponding length; (4) ‘Free-EC’ where the free
peptide is simulated, but the ends are constrained; and (5) ‘ALA-EC’ for end-constrained
poly-alanine. Four loop fragments of 1flh are extracted, MD is performed using each
fragment, and the trajectory is analyzed with PCA using the C coordinates. Poly-alanine
chains of the same length are also simulated to test any effects of the specific side chain
interactions. The percent of variance captured by the first 5 PCs is shown for each
trajectory. The smaller three loops are surface exposed loops, while the 15 residue
fragment is a buried strand that connects two surface exposed loops with each of the three
SSEs containing 5 residues. See Supplemental Information for the sequences and location
of each fragment. Overall, certain trends are evident: Both the free and alanine behaviors
are similar, with the shorter segments showing greater cohesion in their motions, with the
longer fragments having a small fraction of their motions captured by the first PCs. Within
the context of the protein these segments consistently show less cohesion for the motions
of the longer segments, but nonetheless generally a greater cohesion than for the excised
segments and alanine segments. One result seems to be readily comprehended—that these
segments have significantly less freedom when they are attached to the remainder of the
protein, as can be seen from the numbers in the second to last column. The last column
shows the WRMSIP [Equation (3)] between each loop trajectory and the trajectory
extracted from the full structure.
Length
4
4
4
4
4
7
7
7
7
7
9
9
9
9
9
15
15
15
15
15

Context
1flh
Free
Free-EC
ALA
ALA-EC
1flh
Free
Free-EC
ALA
ALA-EC
1flh
Free
Free-EC
ALA
ALA-EC
1flh
Free
Free-EC
ALA
ALA-EC

PC1
49.1
65.6
42.5
68.5
58.3
40.0
31.7
22.5
28.5
18.7
54.4
26.0
18.5
26.4
20.9
43.0
23.7
15.3
23.6
15.2

PC2
29.3
23.9
38.4
17.0
32.3
22.1
22.1
19.1
14.5
17.2
28.2
15.3
15.3
13.0
17.9
26.2
14.4
14.6
12.1
12.9

PC3
18.7
7.9
16.1
10.7
7.5
17.0
10.5
13.0
13.9
12.4
7.0
14.4
12.9
9.4
9.7
11.2
11.7
11.1
10.4
9.9

PC4
1.5
1.5
1.4
2.8
1.2
12.0
9.3
10.1
9.1
10.7
5.0
6.5
9.3
8.8
8.6
5.8
7.3
9.0
6.5
7.2

PC5
0.9
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.5
3.8
5.6
9.0
7.2
9.5
3.0
5.9
8.0
7.4
7.7
3.5
6.1
6.6
5.7
6.8

(PC1-5)
99.4
99.7
99.4
99.8
99.8
95.0
79.2
73.8
73.2
68.6
97.6
68.1
64.1
65.0
64.8
89.6
63.1
56.5
58.3
52.1

WRMSIP
1.00
0.16
0.21
0.16
0.23
1.00
0.41
0.30
0.27
0.34
1.00
0.28
0.22
0.35
0.27
1.00
0.52
0.41
0.51
0.36
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To capture the relationship between the directions (the PCs) and the weights (the percentage of
variance captured), we compute a weighted root mean squared inner product according to Equation (3)
and present the results in Table 2. Supplementary Table S1 compares the trajectories of free loops with
the corresponding end-constrained trajectory. We find that the motions of free loops or end-constrained
loops are considerably different from the motions realized within the protein structures.
Given the high agreement between mobilities calculated from ENM and MD, it appears feasible to
compute conformational entropy using the ENM from a representative structure. The extent of motion
is related to entropy because it is an indication of the number of accessible microstates that the system
can occupy. These fluctuation-based entropies could be used in many contexts, and we have begun to
use them in combination with knowledge-based energy potentials for refinement of protein tertiary
structure predictions and similarly as the basis for selection of native-like docking poses. Our proof-ofconcept paper for this approach is given in the reference Zimmermann et. al. [15]. An extended study
with positive results across three datasets of commonly used docking benchmarks is to appear in The
Journal of Physical Chemistry [16].
3. Methods
3.1. Anisotropic Network Model
The Anisotropic Network Model (ANM), which has been extensively developed and summarized in
depth elsewhere [12,17] and was based on the original concept from Tirion [18], is utilized here to
compute coarse-grained dynamics based for a structure. Such structures can be taken from many
sources, including X-ray crystallography, NMR, Electron Microscopy, and pre-equilibrated Molecular
Dynamics (MD) conformations. The ANM model assumes that the structure represents a minimum
energy conformation and that all deviations from this conformation have an energetic cost. The
motions of the structure that have the least energetic cost are favored and dominate the computed
motions. Such motions also are collective, involving internal motion throughout the bulk of the
structure. These have been extensively applied and are often found to represent the large scale domain
motions better than atomic molecular dynamics simulations because they do not require the long
computed trajectories from molecular dynamics. They have been shown to provide an efficient sampling
of the motions of proteins structures, and as a result should also be useful for evaluating entropies.
3.2. Analysis of Molecular Dynamics Trajectories
Numerous molecular dynamics trajectories are available to download from the MoDEL database [13].
They are distributed from the database in a compressed form that captures the motion apparent in the
first Principal Components [19], or PCs, of the simulation such that at least 90% of the variation is
captured. In this way, much of the random noise is filtered out, as in Essential Dynamics [20]. Four
different proteins were chosen based their diversity in size and function: aspartic protease, myoglobin,
triosphosphate isomerase, and reverse transcriptase. Trajectories of these structures or their close
homologues were downloaded, and these are listed in Table 1. For two structures, simulations of only
one domain from the full structure were available. In the case of triosphosphate isomerase, the protein
acts as a homodimer, but the simulation was performed on the monomer. For reverse transcriptase, the
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RNase H domain has been simulated. All trajectories used were simulated for 10ns using Amber 8.0
software [21], the Amber99 force field, and TIP3P explicit solvation. To ensure that we are using
properly equilibrated data, the first 5ns of the trajectories were discarded. The final 5ns were used in
analysis and the first of these frames used in ANM generation.
Because we seek to analyze the results on the residue level, the atomic trajectories are first reduced
to only the C atom positions prior to analysis. The covariance between each atom pair is then
quantified with the normalized time averaged dot product of the changes in position [22]:
ܥሺ݅ǡ ݆ሻ ൌ

൏ ȟܴ  ڄȟܴ 
ଵȀଶ

൏ ȟܴ

ଵȀଶ

 ൏ ȟܴ

(1)



where Ri is the displacement vector of atom i between consecutive time steps and <> denotes time
(ensemble) averaging. In this study, we focus on the dynamics of loops and their relationship to the
remainder of the structure. Therefore, it is of interest to generalize Equation (1) to an even more coarse
level. Secondary Structure Elements (SSEs) are identified from DSSP [14] and are defined as a
segment of sequence with the same secondary structure. To investigate the correlation between
motions of pairs of secondary structure segments, including individual loops, the time averaged dot
product between two SSEs is defined in Equation (2) and is the average of the covariance of the
individual atoms within each of the two SSEs:
σ אௌௌாೌ σ  אௌௌா್ ܥሺ݅ǡ ݆ሻ
݊ሺܵܵܧ ሻ݊ሺܵܵܧ ሻ

ܵܵܧ ܧܵܵ ڄ ൌ

(2)

where n(SSEa) is the number of residues in SSE a.
In order to capture the difference in sampling between two trajectories we compute the weighted
root mean squared inner product (WRMSIP) between the first I PCs from the first trajectory and the
first J PCs from the second. First, we compute the relative weight of the ith PC, wi. For each pair of
PCs between the trajectories we compute the ratio of their weights: ݎ ൌ 

୫୧୬ሺ௪భ ǡ௪ೕమ ሻ

୫ୟ୶ሺ௪భ ǡ௪ೕమ ሻ

, where the

superscript denotes which trajectory it is from. We then weight the pairwise inner products:
ூ



ͳ
ܹܴ ܲܫܵܯൌ   ݎ หܲܥଵ ȉ ܲܥଶ ห
ܫ

(3)

ୀଵ ୀଵ

where ܲܥଵ is the ith principal component from the first trajectory, ܲܥଶ is the jth from the second. The
dot product accounts for the agreement in direction, while the weight accounts for the extent of
sampling in that direction. RMSIP has been used in many studies and is explained well in
Leo-Macias et al. [23], however it does not capture the PC weights as does our modification. Values
approaching 1 indicate that the ensembles are identical, while smaller numbers indicate reduced
coverage. All calculations presented here use I = J = 10 so that we consider the bulk of the
important motions.
It should be noted that our WRMSIP counts differences in a nonlinear way. For example, say we
consider the first three PCs from two trajectories where the directions of the PCs are identical and they
have weights (percent of variance) of  ݓଵ ൌ ሾͲǤͷǡ ͲǤ͵ǡ ͲǤʹሿ and  ݓଶ ൌ ሾͲǤͷǡ ͲǤͶǡ ͲǤͳሿ. The WRMSIP
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would be 0.75. While ten percent of the variance has shifted from PC3 in the first trajectory to PC2 in
the second, the WRMSIP decreases by more than 0.1.
3.3. Comparison of Structural Loops and Free Peptides
The complexity of loop motions within the MD simulations is quantified by Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). PCA transforms the input trajectory data into a new coordinate system where the PCs
form the basis. The first PC captures the largest fraction of the variance, the second captures the largest
part of the remaining variance, and so on. If loop motions are highly random in nature, then individual
PCs can be anticipated to capture only a fraction of the total variance. More correlated motions will be
more concisely captured by a smaller set of PCs. This will allow us to distinguish between loop
motions with either highly diverse motions or those having more internally correlated directions of
motion. We perform PCA for each loop in each structure individually in order to determine the
cohesiveness of its motions.
As control cases, we also perform 10 ns atomic MD simulations of representative loops extracted
from the protease 1flh as free peptides of lengths 4, 7, 9, and 15 residues using the
CHARMM27+CMAP [24,25] force field. While small differences in long timescale dynamics
(hundreds of ns) have been observed between different force fields, overall their agreement is quite
high [26,27]. It is possible that the specific side chains present in these loops will affect the types or
extent of motions sampled. Thus, a second set of control simulations is performed by using the same
parameters for poly-alanine chains of the same lengths.
It is possible that the differences in motions between the free peptides and the peptides within their
structural context are due to end-constraints. That is, when the peptide is within a protein structure, its
ends are not free to move, since they are constrained by the flanking structure. To test this effect, we
perform a second type of control simulation where the N- and C-terminal C atoms are harmonically
constrained by a force of 5 kcal/mol. These are also presented in Table 2 and labeled by “–EC” for
End-Constrained.
As the percent of variance captured is only an approximate measure of the conciseness of a set of
motions and does not compare the directions of motion between two datasets, we also compute the dot
products between the directions indicated in essential dynamics of loops within the protease 1flh and
the corresponding excised free peptides. To further capture the agreement between the trajectories
including the percent of variance that each PC captures, WRMSIP is calculated according to
Equation (3).
4. Conclusions
In this work we investigate the relationships between loop motions and the motions of protein
structures. There exists no apparent dependence on loop length or the number of solvent exposed
residues within a loop. Rather, the nature of the tertiary structure is a dominant influence over these
motions, and prevents the development of any general rules. Many loops have high agreement in their
direction of motion with the secondary structures they connect—helices or strands. Due to the cohesive
nature of the ANM, it could be argued that sets of cohesive motions derived for protein loops may be
an artifact of the model, and not the genuine behavior of protein structures. However, in the present
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study we have presented an analysis of atomic MD trajectories, which might be expected to enable a
greater extent of randomness for the molecular interactions, and these studies also confirm the large
difference in loop dynamics between the free and structured contexts, as well as the lack of any general
relationship between loop size, exposure, and mobility. We have shown that free peptides behave
extremely differently from loops within proteins. Therefore, surface loops do not behave as if they
were random coils, but the tertiary structure has a critical impact upon the realized motions.
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